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Labor Day Tribute to the Contributions of Transportation Workers  
 

Washington, DC — The following statement was issued by Edward Wytkind, president of the 

Transportation Trades Department, AFL-CIO (TTD), in advance of Labor Day: 

“This Labor Day we honor and thank the frontline working people who keep America’s 

transportation system running safely and efficiently. They are hardworking, dedicated 

professionals who play a vital role in keeping our economy strong. 

“Transportation workers have the right to a voice on the job, a safe work environment and fair 

pay for the critical work they do — and having strong unions gives them that chance. Yet today 

these working men and women face a torrent of attacks that undermine their basic right to 

bargain for good wages and face economic rules rigged in favor of the very rich. And too often, 

these policies are endorsed from the people we elect or who are seeking public office.  

“The values of honor and respect for working people are on the ballot this fall. One candidate, 

Donald Trump, pays lip service to the issues facing working people but endorses a disastrous 

platform that, at its core, will lower wages and destroy bargaining rights on the job. The other 

candidate, Secretary Hillary Clinton, has spent her entire career fighting for working people and 

is advancing an economic plan that will restrain reckless greed and offer solutions to the severe 

challenges and anxieties faced by so many working families. We will do our part to make sure 

that these completely different visions for our country are well understood by rank and file 

transportation employees.    

“On this Labor Day, we pause to pay tribute to those frontline employees in the transportation 

sector who keep America strong, safe and secure. It is on their behalf that we will advocate in 

the election and beyond in favor of an America that honors their contributions and against those 

who are out to eviscerate their rights on the job.” 

### 

The Transportation Trades Department, AFL-CIO, (TTD) provides a bold voice for working 
people in every mode of transportation and is devoted to protecting middle-class jobs, 
expanding collective bargaining, and ensuring modern, safe, and secure transportation 
operations and infrastructure. For more information, visit www.ttd.org. 
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